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WDH B ABIES ’ F IRST H OLIDAYS
There is absolutely nothing “special” in our ice-cold
drilled-well water. Yes, the
WDH view of moonlight in
Vermont is very romantic.
And okay, guests all say the
memory foam bed is really,
really, really comfortable.

As much as we enjoy saying
that WDH is a pet friendly
Vermont bed and breakfast …
we are now thrilled to say (as
certified Grandparents) WDH
is baby friendly too!!!

The Dog Chapel
One of Vermont’s treasures
for dog lovers is the Dog
Chapel near St. Johnsbury.
Stephen Huneck’s carvings
and artwork are guaranteed to
elicit smiles and tail wags.

Ruth Anna (MA)

Sylvia Rae (MO)
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So we share no credit and no
responsibility for the fact that
three WDH guest couples
welcomed first born babies in
2009 (all girls)!!! Truth be
known … the baby-monthmath doesn’t work, and one
arrival pre-dated a WHD visit.

Zoe Anais (CA)

Destiny (CT) gave a Dog
Chapel resident the sniff test.
www.dogmt.com

Lost & Found Dept.

G UESTS

Late summer and Peeper Season brought new fourlegged guests to Windy Dog Hill and a number of
old friends returned also. Here are their furry faces.

Found: Magnet bracelet
with greenish glass beads
and magnet clasp.
Lost: Our multi-colored
Royal Botanical Society
umbrella. Sentimental
value. No ???s asked.

From top, left to right: Roxanne
and Kaleb (RI); Chantilly and Lacy
(NY); Sophie (MA), Dave (on top)
and Bailey (NY); Baxter (right) a
new addition to the NJ Road
Warriors with Gus and a chicken
(name withheld by request).

Left Behind: In guests’
thank you notes … little
pieces of your hearts.

More WDH News
On Page 2 . . .
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The Vineyard and Pond Are In!!!
WHD guests discovered the vineyard planted and a pond dug this
summer in the old day pasture where cows once grazed. It’s a
family affair with the “kids” down the road. Over 400 vines are
getting established and by 2014 grapes will be ready to harvest and
press. Until stomping time, guests are invited to stroll the vineyard, sit by or swim in the pond and toast the Green Mountains.

Happy, Happy & Merry. Merry!!!
Richard & Barbara Moffi
Gaby & Callie - PiP & Jack
www.windydoghill.com
802-453-5431

